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WE COUNT TOO!
ENDING THE DISENFRANCHISEMENT
OF LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY VOTERS

Terin M. Barbas
The Voting Rights Act fails to protect the voting rights of nearly five million American citizens by only providing voting assistance to four language groups, despite the over three hundred different languages spoken in the United States. By not assisting all limited English proficient (LEP) American citizens, the Voting Rights Act disenfranchises whole communities from the voting process. All American citizens should have the opportunity to vote, and Congress should ensure that all citizens can vote effectively.

This Note proposes an amendment to section 208 of the Voting Rights Act that would allow LEP American citizens to bring an assistant of their choice into the voting booth on Election Day. It then explores the shortcomings of the Voting Rights Act and the problems states have encountered when trying to respond to those problems. The proposed amendment would rejuvenate the right to vote in limited English-speaking communities, while halting discriminatory voting practices that target limited English-speaking voters. While others have proposed remedies to address LEP voter disenfranchisement, this Article is the first legislative solution that would increase voter participation nationwide, increase minority representation, facilitate greater minority assimilation into American society, and decrease election costs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

No right is more precious in a free country than that of having a voice in the election of those who make the laws under which, as good citizens, we must live. Other rights, even the most basic, are illusory if the right to vote is undermined.  

—Justice Black (1964)

Imagine that on Election Day, Franz went to the polls for the first time. Although he is a senior citizen, Franz only recently became an American citizen, after living in the United States for over twenty-five years. Franz, a Haitian immigrant, moved to the United States shortly after completing high school in Haiti. Once in Florida, Franz established a successful grocery store in a predominantly Haitian community. Over the last year, he followed the Creole-Haitian news station’s coverage of the various candidates and amendments, and he was excited to be voting in a swing state. When inside the polling booth, Franz began to slowly parse the names and constitutional amendments. Despite Franz’s ability to communicate with the English-speaking customers in his store, he was unable to comprehend the instructions or amendments. When he asked a poll worker for assistance, he was told to “figure it out.” As a result, the ballot Franz submitted contained several errors. Despite his education and his grasp of conversational English, Franz was unable to understand the ballot or its instructions as well as if it had been written in Creole. Consequently, Franz became one of many disenfranchised limited English proficiency (LEP) American citizens because of a lack of bilingual assistance at the polls.

Despite the current Voting Rights Act (VRA) language provisions, which require language assistance for some non-English speakers, situations such as Franz’s occur each election. Thus, the current provisions, sections 203 and 208, are insufficient to protect LEP American citizens. Section 203 only requires certain jurisdictions to make

---

3. Franz exists only in this hypothetical; however, as will be shown, his story is representative of many Americans.
4. See, e.g., ASIAN AM. LEGAL DEF. AND EDUC. FUND, ASIAN AMERICAN ACCESS TO DEMOCRACY IN THE 2004 ELECTIONS: LOCAL COMPLIANCE WITH THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT
language assistance available at polling locations to American Indians, Asian Americans, Alaskans, and Hispanics with limited English proficiency. A community with one of these language groups will qualify for language assistance if it meets minimum thresholds of population and illiteracy. Section 208 of the VRA only aids voters who require assistance because of “blindness, disability, or inability to read or write” by permitting each to enter the polling booth with an assistant of his or her choice.

LEP American citizens need language assistance when voting. According to 2006 census data, nearly 10% of the American population speaks English less than “[v]ery [w]ell”; in some states, such as California, the number is as high as 20%. Despite this, section 203 leaves nearly five million American citizens without a voice in the electoral process because the VRA does not require their counties to provide bilingual assistance. The 2000 presidential election was decided by a mere 537 votes in Florida, a state with a population that is 12% LEP. With roughly five million LEP voters unable to fully exercise their voting rights, increased LEP participation could easily change close elections.

Currently, the limitations of the VRA disenfranchise whole communities from their greatest democratic liberty—the right to vote. For example, Michigan was in a similar position to Florida in the 2000 election; 30% of the population in Dearborn, Michigan is Arab, but no electoral materials or assistance are provided to Arabic-speaking Americans under the VRA. Thus, despite Michigan’s posi-

6. Id. § 1973aa-6.
10. See U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, supra note 8. Calculation of five million LEP Voters was based on taking the total number of U.S. Citizens who speak English less than “Very Well” (2000) and subtracting the “Speak Spanish or Spanish Creole” and “Speak Asian or Pacific Island Language” amounts so that noncovered languages would remain. The estimate was rounded up because Pacific Island languages are not covered by the VRA, and as this Note will demonstrate, even voters who speak those covered languages are not always able to fully exercise their voting rights.
tion as a swing state in the 2008 election, a whole community was underrepresented. This infringes on LEP American citizens’ ability to comprehend the ballot and fully participate in the voting process—a right many English-speaking voters take for granted. Once the right to vote has been conferred, a “[s]tate may not, by later arbitrary and disparate treatment, value one person’s vote over that of another.”

In a democratic society, the right to vote is the greatest liberty, and Congress should ensure that all citizens can vote effectively. But having the right to vote is meaningless if entire communities, such as those comprised predominantly of LEP American citizens, cannot accurately cast their ballots. The current minority VRA language assistance provisions do not meet the needs of LEP American citizens because they only cover four of the hundreds of language groups in the United States. Given the melting pot of cultures and languages in the United States, something must be done to remedy the VRA’s shortcomings and to empower LEP American citizens to vote. Although a voter may be well informed about issues and candidates, language assistance is still necessary to ensure that LEP Americans can accurately cast their votes. Thus, Congress should amend section 208 of the VRA to include LEP American citizens who require assistance through the following italicized language:

Any voter who requires assistance to vote by reason of blindness, disability, inability to read or write, or limited English proficiency may be given assistance by a person of the voter’s choice, other than the voter’s employer or agent of that employer or officer or agent of the voter’s union.

Congress should then add the following language to identify LEP American citizens:

Voters are considered to have limited English proficiency (LEP) if they speak English less than “very well” under the standards of the U.S. Census Bureau and need assistance to effectively participate in the political process.

17. See id. § 1973aa-1a(b)(3)(B); James Thomas Tucker & Rodolfo Espino, Government Effectiveness and Efficiency? The Minority Language Assistance Provisions of the
consider themselves more effective in reading, writing, or speaking a language other than English and need assistance to effectively participate in the political process are also considered to have LEP.

This amendment rejuvenates the right to vote in non-English-speaking communities through a proactive approach by permitting LEP American citizens to bring assistants with them to the polls. Accordingly, LEP voters would be in control of whether they receive assistance, minimizing the adverse effects that ill-informed or hostile election officials can have on the process.

This Note explores the inadequacies of the current language provisions that protect LEP American citizens during the electoral process. It examines the existing sections of the VRA dedicated to protecting the votes of non-English-speaking citizens and then explores the problems states have encountered when trying to respond to the VRA's shortcomings. It also shows the failures of election officials and poll workers in upholding the existing VRA. The proposed solution, amending section 208 of the VRA, empowers LEP American citizens nationwide to take matters into their own hands. The amended section 208 would give a voice to citizens like Franz and the Arab-American voters in Michigan, all of whom have no voice as the VRA currently reads. While practical solutions have been suggested to remedy the problem of LEP voter disenfranchisement, this Note is the first to propose a legislative solution that would result in increased voter participation nationwide, increased minority representation, greater minority assimilation into American society, and decreased election costs.

II. CURRENT LANGUAGE OF THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT (VRA) AND ITS PROBLEMS

The right to vote freely for the candidate of one's choice is of the essence of a democratic society, and any restrictions on that right strike at the heart of representative government.18

—Chief Justice Warren (1964)

Congress enacted the language assistance provisions of the VRA to remove obstacles posed by illiteracy and lack of adequate assistance for non-English-speaking Americans. Through the VRA, “Congress intended to remedy racial discrimination in the voting process, education, and other facets of life that result in the disenfranchisement of language minorities . . . .”19

A. Section 203 of the VRA

Section 203 was added to the VRA in 1975. It defines when jurisdictions qualify for bilingual election assistance. A jurisdiction is covered by section 203 of the VRA if it meets two criteria. First, LEP American citizens of voting age in a single language group must: a) number more than 10,000, b) comprise more than 5% of all citizens of voting age, or c) comprise more than 5% of the American Indian or Alaska Native citizens within the Indian reservation that "are members of a single language minority and are limited-English proficient." Additionally, the illiteracy rate of the LEP language minority citizens must be greater than the national illiteracy rate. The percentages are determined using U.S. census data. Currently, thirty-one states fall under the language assistance provisions of section 203, either in part (at least one county) or in whole (the entire state). Section 203 is a temporary provision that will expire when the inequalities these minority populations face cease in the United States; however, in 2006, Congress extended the provision by twenty-five years, acknowledging that racial discrimination still results in the disenfranchisement of language minorities.

Jurisdictions that meet the criteria of this provision must provide all voting materials in English and in the minority language that triggered section 203. Additionally, covered jurisdictions must provide oral language assistance to voters to the extent that such help is needed to allow that group to effectively participate in the election. Furthermore, covered jurisdictions must provide “helpers” to language minority voters at polling places on Election Day.

21. See id. (explaining that a jurisdiction can remove itself from coverage if it can demonstrate that the illiteracy rate is equal to or less than the national illiteracy rate).
22. See id.
27. 28 C.F.R. § 55.20(c) (2008) (stating that the Attorney General must provide bilingual helpers for voters).
B. Section 208 of the VRA

Section 208 of the VRA is another language assistance provision. It states: “Any voter who requires assistance to vote by reason of blindness, disability, or inability to read or write may be given assistance by a person of the voter’s choice, other than the voter’s employer or agent of that employer or officer or agent of the voter’s union.”28 Unlike section 203, section 208 applies nationwide. The United States Code defines “illiteracy” as applying to citizens who have less than a fifth grade education.29 Although this section does not explicitly protect minority language voters, some states have tried to use it for that purpose.30

C. States’ Reactions to the VRA Language Provisions

The current VRA language provisions do not protect the voting rights of smaller contingencies of LEP American citizens. Because section 203 only protects four language groups, whole LEP communities are left unrepresented at the polls if they do not meet certain thresholds.31 For instance, following the 2000 Presidential elections, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights found that Haitian voters in Florida were disproportionately denied the right to vote by untrained poll workers.32 In some instances, bilingual poll workers were directed not to provide language assistance. Even bilingual citizens who offered to help the Haitian-American voters were prohibited from providing language support. Thus, these Haitian-American LEP voters were presented with “ballots that were essentially inaccessible to them.”33

30. See, e.g., Complaint, United States v. Osceola County, Fla., No. 6:02-CV-738-ORL-22JGG (M.D. Fla. 2002), available at http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/voting/sec_2/osceola_comp.php (alleging representatives of Osceola County failed to ensure that LEP citizens had an equal opportunity to participate in the political process). The Osceola complaint was resolved by consent decree on July 22, 2002, just four days before the county became covered for Spanish under section 203. The consent decree declared that the county must allow voters to use an assistant of their choice per section 208. See Consent Decree, Osceola County, No. 6:02-CV-738-ORL-22JGG (M.D. Fla. July 22, 2002), available at http://www.usdoj.gov/crt/voting/sec_2/osceola_cd.php.
31. 42 U.S.C. § 1973aa-1a(b). The thresholds require the community of LEPs to be greater than 10,000, comprise more than 5% of all citizens of voting age, or comprise more than 5% of the American Indian or Alaska Native citizens within the Indian reservation that are members of a single language minority and are limited-English proficient, and also have an illiteracy rate greater than the national illiteracy rate. Id.
33. Id. When the Department of Justice brought these instances forward, the case was settled by consent order requiring Miami-Dade County to “redress” the harm caused to its sizeable Haitian-American population. See United States v. Miami-Dade County, No.
Experience demonstrates that under the current VRA, two voters from the same state can receive disparate treatment: an LEP American citizen may receive bilingual voting materials in one county, while an LEP American citizen whose language or county does not meet the section 203 criteria will not receive bilingual assistance. Consequently, unless a state has created its own laws or expanded section 208 so that LEP American citizens are considered disabled or illiterate and therefore allowed to bring an interpreter, LEP American citizens are not able to effectively participate in the electoral process.

Many states have enacted laws attempting to rectify these inequalities. According to the American Civil Liberties Union, over thirty states have enacted accommodation provisions for LEP American citizens. Some current state provisions are similar to the proposed amendment to section 208 and allow LEP American citizens to bring translators into the voting booths. For example, the Texas election code provides that a voter can receive assistance in marking the ballot, from a person of his or her choice, if the voter is unable to read the language of the ballot.

However, despite these provisions, the rights of LEP American citizens continue to be violated, as in United States v. Berks County. In Berks County, a federal district court found that despite Pennsylvania's state provisions to protect LEP voters, there was substantial evidence of hostile and unequal treatment of Hispanic and Spanish-speaking voters. Poll officials turned away voters because they "re-

34. See Stephen G. Gey, The Odd Consequences of Taking Bush v. Gore Seriously, 29 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 1005, 1011-12 (2001) (describing the current disparities that exist in many facets of the electoral process to include the methods used by supervisors of elections to conduct the voting process in their jurisdictions).
35. See 42 U.S.C. § 1973aa-6 (2006) (allowing voters who are blind, disabled, or illiterate to bring interpreters of their choice into the voting booth).
37. Id. at 303.
38. TEX. ELEC. CODE ANN. §§ 64.031-.034 (Vernon 2003).
40. Id.; 25 PA. CONS. STAT. § 1327(a)(6) (2002) (“In jurisdictions where a single language minority exceeds 5% of the population, the secretary shall: (i) print a bilingual application; and (ii) conduct a public educational program among that language group alerting both organizations and individuals of that group of the availability of the bilingual application and encouraging individuals to register.”).
fused to ‘deal’ with Hispanic surnames,” or to give ballots to “Spanish-speaking people.”41 Thus, although states sometimes try to protect LEP American citizens by enacting provisions for assistance at the polls, the laws are not always effective. Such unequal treatment could be overcome if LEP American citizens were permitted to take control of their voting rights by bringing their own translators. Amending the federal statute to allow LEP American citizens to bring their own translators would eliminate some of the injustices done by poll workers.

In 2006, James Thomas Tucker and Rodolfo Espino, professors at Arizona State University, conducted a study concerning the behaviors of election officials and jurisdictions towards LEP voters. It is one of the most comprehensive studies of its kind.42 The study surveyed all jurisdictions that have a large LEP population as identified by the Census Bureau. The surveyed subjects included jurisdictions where demographics required compliance with either section 4(f)(4) or section 203; all counties in the five LEP covered states; all cities in LEP covered jurisdictions that the 2000 Census reported as having 50,000 or more people; some jurisdictions that are no longer covered as a result of the 2002 Census determinations; and the chief elections officer in each of the surveyed states.43

1. Election Officials Fail to Meet VRA Standards

Although election officials are responsible for allowing all eligible citizens to vote, the Tucker and Espino survey found that most jurisdictions covered by section 203 have failed to meet the standards required to assist LEP American citizens with voting.44 During the 2008 federal elections, officials in Greeley, Colorado did not provide Election Day instructions or ballots in Spanish, although census figures show the area was 27% Latino, making it subject to section 203.45 These failures occur because of election officials’ lack of effort

41. Berks County, 277 F. Supp. 2d at 575.
42. The survey guaranteed jurisdictions anonymity to increase the likelihood of the survey’s completion. Over half of all surveyed jurisdictions responded. Complete responses were received from 361 jurisdictions in thirty-one states. The actual number of responses varied because some questions did not apply to all respondents and some respondents chose not to answer certain questions. Of the thirty-three states receiving the survey, 93.9% responded. See Tucker & Espino, supra note 17, at 175-76; see also James Thomas Tucker & Rodolfo Espino, Minority Language Assistance Practices in Public Elections: Executive Summary, Ariz. State Univ. (Mar. 7, 2006), available at http://www.votingrights.org/news/downloads/Executive%20Summary.pdf [hereinafter Tucker Espino Study].
43. Tucker & Espino, supra note 17, at 175-76 (indicating a total of 810 jurisdictions in thirty-three states were surveyed).
44. Id. at 186.
and knowledge regarding what is required of them. For instance, surveyed election officials underestimated the number of voters in their jurisdictions who needed language assistance in public elections by half.46 Furthermore, some elected officials could not define who qualified as an LEP voter and thought voters who spoke some English were not entitled to any language assistance.47 Nearly two-thirds of covered jurisdictions reported that they did not consult with community organizations or individuals in the covered language groups to determine the best method of assistance as section 203 requires.48

The failure of election officials to follow the existing VRA language provisions demonstrates one inadequacy of section 203: forcing LEP American citizens to rely on election officials leaves these citizens without an avenue to vote. One-third of all election officials reported either providing no language assistance or providing only written language materials despite the need for language assistance in their jurisdictions.49 One election official reported that although his jurisdiction fell under the language assistance provisions of section 203, he had never provided oral or written ballot assistance in any of the jurisdiction’s polling locations.50 “[T]welve jurisdictions expressly advocated English-only elections,” and for ideological reasons, some election officials refused to follow the section 203 requirements for their jurisdictions.51 LEP American citizens must be permitted to take control of their voting rights through the section 208 amendment and remove themselves from the disparate treatment of unconcerned or hostile election officials.

Even when language assistance is available, it rarely meets the standards required by section 203 that apply to “assistance in all stages of the electoral process, from voter registration through activities related to conducting elections.”52 Only 32.9% of the surveyed jurisdictions provided oral assistance for more than half of the election activities that took place.53 Additionally, the majority of jurisdictions did not inform voters about the availability of language assistance prior to Election Day.54 Nearly all covered jurisdictions acknowledged
failing to provide assistance at all stages of the process.\textsuperscript{55} This inaction is magnified because the early stages of the electoral process, such as voter registration, receive the least assistance, despite having the greatest impact on first time voters.\textsuperscript{56}

Even if jurisdictions provided the required language assistance through written voting materials, written bilingual materials are still not enough to solve the problem. On average, non-English speakers have high illiteracy rates, making it impossible for many LEP American citizens to use bilingual election materials.\textsuperscript{57} Requiring LEP American citizens to read ballots despite the high probability that they are illiterate could be considered a “test or device” that would violate the VRA\textsuperscript{58} as affirmed by the Supreme Court in \textit{Katzenbach v. Morgan}.\textsuperscript{59} The Court also held that imposing a literacy requirement, regardless of whether the intent was to create an incentive to learn English, violated the VRA.\textsuperscript{60} Therefore, given the high number of illiterate LEP American citizens, oral assistance is necessary to ensure these voters a voice. Because local officials have failed to obtain an adequate number of non-English-speaking poll workers, bringing one’s own assistant is the best solution for compliance with the VRA.

Finally, although section 203 requires covered jurisdictions to provide bilingual election workers for assistance, most jurisdictions fail to adequately do so. Of the surveyed jurisdictions, more than 57\% reported having no full time employees fluent in a language other than English. Less than 42\% of jurisdictions had a full time worker who spoke the required language under section 203. Regardless of which of the four language groups was required, the number of bilingual workers remained below what was necessary. Approximately 56\% did not employ a Spanish-speaking worker, 81\% did not employ a worker fluent in an Alaska Native or American Indian language, and more than 66\% did not employ a full time employee fluent in an Asian language.\textsuperscript{61} While the numbers increase slightly with part time bilingual

\begin{flushright}
55. \textit{Id.} at 193, 196.
56. \textit{Id.} at 194-95.
57. \textit{Id.} at 195.
58. 42 U.S.C. § 1973aa(b) (2006) (“[T]he term ‘test or device’ means any requirement that a person as a prerequisite for voting or registration for voting (1) demonstrate the ability to read, write, understand, or interpret any matter, (2) demonstrate any educational achievement or his knowledge of any particular subject, (3) possess good moral character, or (4) prove his qualifications by the voucher of registered voters or members of any other class.”).
59. 384 U.S. 641, 654-56 (1966) (affirming the notion that states cannot use literacy tests to determine one’s voting eligibility).
60. \textit{Id.} at 648-58. The court opined that Congress may have “questioned whether denial of a right deemed so precious and fundamental in our society was a necessary or appropriate means of encouraging persons to learn English.” \textit{Id.} at 654.
\end{flushright}
employees, they still fall far short of section 203's requirements. 62 Although the established language provisions cover just four of the hundreds of language groups spoken in the United States, the failure of election poll officials to adhere to the VRA provisions remains prevalent, leaving LEP voters without translators or the bilingual materials required by the VRA. 63

2. Relying on Poll Workers Does Not Meet VRA Standards

Similarly, election poll workers, the only people with whom voters interact, are generally unprepared for their positions due to lack of training or ability. Nearly two-thirds of the jurisdictions that used bilingual employees did not require any confirmation of the worker’s language abilities. Thus, workers could inaccurately report their oral or written language skills, rendering language assistance unavailable at those polls where it has been advertised. 64 Even some jurisdictions that claim to confirm a worker’s language ability merely ask the worker to report language ability, without requiring a test or other verification in the language. 65

In two-thirds of the responding jurisdictions, training of poll workers did not include information on the languages requiring assistance under section 203. This training is often mandated by the state, yet it does not include information on the languages federally required to be spoken in particular jurisdictions. 66 Additionally, most jurisdictions did not train their workers through role-playing activities dealing with potential problems or the voting process. 67

In many jurisdictions, Election Day training focused on state laws, which may conflict with federal laws. For example, about one-half of the respondents did not permit a voter to receive assistance in the voting booth from a translator because state law had certain requirements of the translator. 68 Workers were also unaware of section 208’s protections, as 98.1% of jurisdictions incorrectly stated who, if

62. Id. at 200 (indicating the percentage of part time election workers who were fluent in a language besides English: 12.2% fluent in Spanish, 0.6% fluent in an Alaska Native or American Indian language, and .1% fluent in an Asian Language).
63. See generally 28 C.F.R. § 55.17 (2008) (“[A] targeting system will normally fulfill the Act’s minority language requirements if it is designed and implemented in such a way that language minority group members who need minority language materials and assistance receive them.”). The statistics above demonstrate that those LEP citizens are not receiving the “language materials and assistance” necessary. Therefore, the current “targeting” system cannot work.
64. Tucker & Espino, supra note 17, at 206.
65. Id. at 207.
66. Id. at 208.
67. Id.
68. Id. at 209 (explaining that some jurisdictions complied with more restrictive state laws, such as not allowing voters’ own children into the booth, in contradiction to the federal law that minors can provide effective assistance to their parents).
anyone, was allowed in the voting booth. Consequently, poll workers in the past have likely denied qualified voters the right to allow a translator or assistant to enter the booth with them.

The proposed amendment to section 208 to include LEP American citizens would allow nearly 10% of the U.S. population to bring their own translators into the booth. This large percentage, in addition to those who were previously covered by the original section—the disabled, blind, or illiterate—will greatly increase awareness of the provision. With a significant portion of the population being permitted to bring translators, poll workers will have increased awareness of the VRA provision, resulting in greater adherence to section 208. Furthermore, there will be less need to enforce the language provisions because section 208 allows voters to self-enforce by bringing the translators with them. Thus, everyone wins as the use of translators allows poll workers and election officials to perform their jobs more effectively while also allowing more Americans to become involved in the political process.

III. GOING BEYOND THE EXISTING VRA—AMENDING SECTION 208

According to the U.S. Supreme Court, an equally effective voice is vital in achieving full and effective participation from all voters. The jurisdiction surveys, coupled with low participation rates, demonstrate that current American election laws fail to protect the rights of LEP American citizens by preventing millions of them from effectively participating in the electoral process. The proposed amendment to section 208 to include LEP voters as citizens who are permitted to bring an assistant of their choice into the voting booth is the most viable solution for restoring the right to vote to LEP voters. According to the 2000 census, millions of voting age American citizens speak a language other than one covered by the current minority language provisions. Because the VRA currently only refers to four language minority groups, it leaves many current citizens without the opportunity to vote. Thus, the provisions must be expanded to give every American an equal voice.

69. Id.
A. Changing Demographics Require Cost-Efficient Action

Existing LEP provisions have increased voter participation, but more must be done. Following the passage of section 203, Latino voters increased from 2.4% to 3.6% of the national electorate. Native American participation also increased; in one Arizona county, registration grew 165% from 1972-1990. Studies show that when translated ballots and election materials are unavailable to voters, participation decreases while voter error increases.

LEP American citizens claim they would vote regularly if they were allowed bilingual assistance, because they feel “more comfortable” speaking and voting in their own, non-English language. Currently, the LEP voter participation rate is lower than the rate of voting for average citizens. In 1975, the House and Senate Judiciary Committees reported that only 44.4% of Latino citizens were registered voters in comparison to 73.4% of non-LEP citizens. In the 1974 national election, only 22.9% of eligible Latino citizens voted. These rates are less than half the non-LEP voter participation rate. Similarly, tribal leaders list language issues as a significant barrier between Native Americans and the vote. Native American voter registration rates are less than half those of the general population. Furthermore, low LEP voting rates extend beyond those language minorities covered under section 203; for instance, Arab-American voting patterns also reflect the trend of lower registration and participation. The current disparities between the voting rates of non-LEP and LEP American citizens demonstrate the need to make LEP voters feel more comfortable with the voting process. Through the proposed amendment to section 208, LEP voter participation rates would increase because the use of an assistant who speaks the same language as the LEP voter would make the voter more comfortable.

As the LEP population of the United States continues to grow in diversity, U.S. laws must also grow to preserve the rights of these citizens. Instead, the electoral process barriers to voting for the non-

76. Benson, supra note 36, at 270-71.
78. Benson, supra note 36, at 272.
79. Id.
80. Id. at 267-68.
81. Id. at 267.
82. Id.
83. Id. at 268.
84. Id. at 268-69 (noting that the average turnout of the precinct with the highest concentration of Arab American voting citizens was 10% lower than the average precinct in the 2004 primary election).
English-speaking population continue to grow. The number of households in which no member fourteen or older speaks English “very well” has also continued to increase. This is particularly true among immigrants from nondemocratic societies. Census figures indicate that the Arab population increased 41% in the 1980s and 38% in the 1990s. Currently, 35% of Arabic-speaking American citizens qualify as LEP voters. Similarly, the number of Russian-speaking individuals in the United States tripled between 1990 and 2000. Voters from nondemocratic societies value the right to vote, but they may be unfamiliar with the process. These voters may have a harder time understanding instructions and ballots because it may be their first exposure to these methods. Because Arabic, Russian, and hundreds of other languages are not included in section 203’s provisions, these non-English-speaking American citizens are left without a voice.

Given the nearly four hundred different languages spoken across the United States, it would be impractical and costly to require jurisdictions to provide assistance for every language. Under the current VRA, the cost for providing written language materials in only four language groups composes 8.1% of all election expenses. To impose these costs on all 380 different languages spoken in the United States would be an unnecessary waste of resources when it can be done in a more cost effective manner. The proposed section 208 amendment would provide the necessary avenue for LEP American citizens to receive voting assistance from translators without generating expenses to local governments for costly ballots in hundreds of languages. Furthermore, empowering LEP citizens to take ownership of their voting rights by bringing their own assistants minimizes the enforcement costs of the provision. It would no longer be the responsibility of the election officer to verify that a voter received help.

85. See S. Rep. No. 102-315, at 10 (1992) ("Section 203 has had no impact on Hispanics, Asian Americans, or Native Americans in the 90 percent of U.S. counties where it has never applied.").
86. Benson, supra note 36, at 262-63.
87. de la Cruz & Brittingham, supra note 11, at 2. A person is included in the Arab category if he or she has ancestries originating from Arabic-speaking countries (e.g. Iraq, Palestine, Lebanon). Id.
88. Benson, supra note 36, at 263.
89. Id. at 262.
91. See generally Shin & Bruno, supra note 74 (listing 380 different language categories recognized in the United States census).
92. Tucker & Espino, supra note 17, at 218.
93. See id. at 217 (explaining that having an assistant to help in another language costs no more than if that assistant were there to help English voters).
94. See id. at 217.
ther, if a voter requires help, he or she will bring an assistant or request assistance.95

The section 208 amendment is particularly relevant as the United States receives a new wave of immigrants from historically nondemocratic areas such as the Middle East and Russia.96 These non-English-speaking citizens recognize the significance of voting, but they must be shown how to effectively use their voice in the electoral process. In allowing these LEP American citizens to take their own trusted translators into the voting booth, America will gain more informed and effective voters, while becoming more cost-efficient in the use of its resources.

B. Wording of Section 208 Amendment

Given the poor treatment of LEP American citizens throughout the electoral process, as discussed above, LEP American citizens should be empowered to take matters into their own hands. Suggestions for reform have included increasing funding to improve the quality and quantity of bilingual election materials or incorporating new technologies that simplify translations to help include LEP American citizens in the electoral process.97 These methods will not work.98 Bilingual materials only help the voters who understand that second language. Because bilingual materials do not cover all languages, they do not help all LEP voters. Additionally, because election officials and poll workers violate the current VRA provisions by refusing to assist LEP voters despite penalties of fines or imprisonment, it is unlikely these same workers will use any new methods made available to their jurisdictions to assist LEP voters.99

Therefore, the proposed amendment explicitly tries to minimize the negative effects others can have on an LEP American citizen’s vote. The wording chosen for the amendment is definite. Although several states have enacted statutes to incorporate LEP American citizens into their state version of section 208, the language of most of these statutes has allowed for loopholes in the law that keep LEP American citizens from effectively participating in the electoral process.100 For example, Georgia’s statute reads as follows:
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No elector shall receive any assistance in voting at any primary or election unless he or she is unable to read the English language or he or she has a disability which renders him or her unable to see or mark the ballot or operate the voting equipment or to enter the voting compartment or booth without assistance. A person assisting an elector shall identify himself or herself to a poll worker who shall record such information on the disabled elector’s voter certificate showing that such person provided assistance in voting to such elector.101

By expressly including citizens who are unable to read English, the Georgia statute includes both English-speaking and non-English-speaking illiterate voters; however, this statute fails to address those voters with some level of functional literacy. Although one may be able to read basic English, he or she may have a higher level of competency or confidence in another language.102

Some electoral officials make this assumption because they are aware of the English citizenship test that naturalized immigrants must pass. Therefore, they assume that if citizens are capable of passing the test, they are also capable of voting in English.103 However, these assumptions fail to consider several points. First, some immigrants, such as older immigrants who have resided in the United States for several years, become naturalized without demonstrating English proficiency.104 Similarly, if an immigrant has a disability that prohibits him or her from learning English, he or she can also be exempt from taking the English citizenship test.105 Further, understanding complex ballot questions and Constitutional amendments requires more than basic English proficiency.106 For example, in the 2008 election, analysts found that average English-speaking citizens had difficulty understanding the complexities of the proposed Florida constitutional amendments. Amendment 1, which was rarely understood, read as follows:107

Proposing an amendment to the State Constitution to delete provisions authorizing the Legislature to regulate or prohibit the own-
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ership, inheritance, disposition, and possession of real property by aliens ineligible for citizenship.108

In layman’s terms, passing this amendment would eliminate a provision that allows the Legislature to ban immigrants from owning land, serving to strike racism from the state constitution.109 As demonstrated, it is easy for native English speakers to lose an amendment’s meaning amidst legal and governmental jargon. Thus, it is irrational to expect a person with limited English proficiency to come to that interpretation.110 Therefore, the voting assistance statute of Georgia and other states continues to exclude minority language voters who may be able to read the English language but may be unfamiliar with legal terms sometimes found in amendments or are, as a whole, more effective in their comprehension of another language.

Additionally, although many states, including Georgia, incorporate provisions requiring an elector’s translator or assistant to identify and record his or her information on the elector’s voting certificate, those provisions are purposefully absent from the proposed section 208 amendment.111 As noted in cases such as Berks County and in the Tucker and Espino study, LEP American citizens are less likely to vote when they feel singled out.112 This is usually the result of embarrassment, or feeling as though they are being looked down upon by others.113 The forms required by many states, such as Georgia, call for assistants to provide their names and other identifying features such as their counties of residence and other demographic information. The forms may also require assistants to describe or list whom they are assisting and why that voter needs assistance.114 Such forms single out LEP American citizens and can cause embarrassment that may keep them from voting in the future. To have the highest possible voter participation, the voting process must protect the voter’s privacy and feelings of security.115 If, as proposed in the amendment
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to section 208, all voting assistants were simply required to sign a declaration that they are not the voter’s employer, an agent of the voter’s employer, or an officer or agent of the voter’s union, we could continue to protect voters from intimidation, while also protecting their anonymity to the greatest extent possible.\textsuperscript{116}

The current electoral system allows for non-precinct voting through early voting methods such as “no excuse” ballots, absentee ballots, and vote by mail (VBM).\textsuperscript{117} A voter who participates in an election through one of these methods can seek assistance in completing his or her ballot. Supporters note that non-precinct voting methods allow voters to study the ballot and issues more closely and to make more informed choices.\textsuperscript{118} Neither these voters nor anyone who assists them is required to sign a sworn affidavit, give personal information, or inform the government in any way that he or she received or provided assistance.\textsuperscript{119} Despite debates since the 1860s over ensuring a vote’s protection when ballots are cast outside the polling place, voting by absentee ballot is universally accepted.\textsuperscript{120} Absentee ballots have been used for over a century and are available to voters from all fifty states.\textsuperscript{121} Additionally, there has been a large movement towards “no excuse” voting, which expands early voting by not requiring a reason for voting prior to Election Day.\textsuperscript{122}

Proponents of non-precinct voting hold that these methods increase voter turnout and expand political participation in previously under-represented demographic groups.\textsuperscript{123} In the 2006 elections, 25% of voters (more than twenty-five million Americans) voted through early voting methods.\textsuperscript{124} Furthermore, in the 2008 election, approximately thirty million Americans used early voting.\textsuperscript{125} Thus, if nearly
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one-third of American votes are cast without the declaration of whether the citizen was assisted, there is no reason to burden LEP American citizens or those who assist them with additional requirements just because they choose to vote at polling places on Election Day.

C. Long-Term Positive Effects

The increased support LEP American citizens receive through language provisions, such as the proposed section 208 amendment, creates long-term positive effects in representation and voter turnout. First, increased numbers of LEP voters would heighten voter turnout, particularly among peripheral voters. Therefore, election results would be a more accurate portrayal of American sentiments. Secondly, the proposed amendment would help to expand the growth of minority citizens, who remain grossly underrepresented in the political process. The number of elected officials in these groups has increased with the increased LEP voter participation. The two groups most actively targeted by current minority language provisions are Latinos and Asian Americans. Between 1973 and 1991, the number of elected Latino officials roughly tripled from 1280 to 3677 in Arizona, California, Florida, New Mexico, New York, and Texas. Additionally, the number of Asian Americans holding elected or federally appointed positions dramatically increased from a few hundred in 1978 to over 2000 in 2009. Accordingly, language accommodations that increase the number of LEP voters can be directly linked to the increased numbers of elected officials from these minority groups.

Increased representation among minority groups serves the LEP population by giving it a voice and increasing the responsiveness of
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all elected officials toward LEP communities. In a survey of Latinos, the majority of those who reported some interaction with their elected representatives found that both Latino and non-Latino public officials treated them fairly. Similarly, respondents believe that the last public official with whom they interacted treated them fairly. This has resulted in an overall perception of government fairness among the Spanish-speaking population. By amending section 208, the number of languages protected will increase, resulting in an increase in both minority representation and the perception of government fairness, as demonstrated in Hispanic and Asian communities.

Another positive effect of amending section 208 would be an increase in goodwill among and towards LEP American citizens. It is important to rectify the wrongful exclusion of LEP American citizens in the past. The presence of bilingual voting materials and translators assisting bilingual voters serves to remind American voters that non-English speakers are citizens too. The amended provision would expand the goodwill already generated among the language groups section 203 protects. Its enactment and use at the polls would serve as a reminder to all voters that LEP American citizens were consciously excluded from participation in the electoral process for nearly 100 years. By expanding section 208 to encompass all LEP American citizens, existing examples of language accommodations suggest that LEP voters would feel empowered and included, thereby increasing their engagement and integration with other Americans. Moreover, the proposed amendment would help assimilate LEP American citizens into the American population by allowing them to participate in a valued American tradition—voting.

D. Potential Criticisms of the Amendment

Although expanding section 208 to allow LEP voters to bring assistants with them has not yet been proposed, several arguments
have been made against allowing other people into the voting booth. Some may argue that amending section 208 is futile because the greatest problem with the existing provision is that it is frequently misapplied, ignored, or blatantly violated by local election officials. However, misapplication can be remedied through proper training, such as distributing informational videos that would ensure local election officials are aware of the protections under section 208. Furthermore, since elected and paid officials continue to deny minority voters the right to language assistance, allowing translators into the booths while removing hostile workers who refuse to help is the best way to increase LEP American citizens’ comfort with the voting process.

1. English Language Supporters

Some Americans support an English-only movement for elections. They claim it is the voter’s responsibility to learn English and that U.S. citizens should be required to read and write English. Additionally, some claim that providing ballots in multiple languages acts as a barrier to assimilation for minority language speakers into the American culture. The proposed amendment of section 208 places the “burden” of voting on LEP American citizens by requiring them to bring their own assistants or translators; therefore, the amendment pacifies those who favor and those who oppose an English-only movement. The amendment helps eliminate the need for non-English election materials while also calming LEP voters’ fears of being provided a hostile translator who disfavors language assistance.
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language. Consequently, these voters would be taking the responsibility of voting seriously by ensuring that they understand, to the best of their abilities, the proposals on the ballot. It is always better to have informed voters.

Additionally, an English-only movement contradicts the government’s established pattern of facilitating LEP American citizens’ full participation in other arenas, such as education, health care, and the legal system. For example, in Lau v. Nichols the Supreme Court held that LEP students in secondary schools have the right to study in their native languages; this led to the Equal Education Opportunities Act, which codified the decision. The Equal Education Opportunities Act instituted bilingual education programs in public schools across the country. Likewise, the guidelines of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services require that LEP patients have meaningful access to health care. Those guidelines require federally funded medical providers, such as Medicare and Medicaid, to provide translators for LEP patients so they can understand the services and benefits available to them. Additionally, courts across the country have held companies liable for failing to provide product or manufacturing warnings on potentially hazardous products in languages other than English if it was foreseeable that non-English-speaking populations would use those products. Thus, the govern-
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ment and courts are united in their support of facilitating LEP American citizens with meaningful access to government information and processes in their native languages. As such, facilitating voting for LEP American citizens through the proposed amendment to section 208 expands LEP accommodations from health care and public schools into the electoral process.

2. Possible Burdens on LEP American Citizens

Section 208 imposes a burden on the voter to locate and access an available family member or friend to assist in the electoral process. Some may argue against the section 208 amendment on the basis that requiring voters to obtain their own assistants could have a chilling effect on the voting process; however, that argument fails to recognize that many LEP voters would be chilled from voting if they did not personally know their assistants. Not knowing one’s voting assistant could result in a lack of trust or confidence that the ballot was interpreted and cast correctly. Additionally, using a jurisdiction’s bilingual poll worker creates situations in which the LEP American citizen must disclose his or her inabilities, causing embarrassment. Feeling uncomfortable at the polls because of distrust or embarrassment leads to lower voter participation.

Conversely, an assistant of the LEP voter’s choice requires less detailed disclosure and is unlikely to cause embarrassment. This provides voters with a higher level of privacy and anonymity. If an LEP voter cannot obtain an assistant, he or she still has other options such as using a bilingual poll worker, if available, or voting from home at a more convenient time to obtain assistance. Therefore, despite the LEP voter’s responsibility to obtain an assistant under the amended section 208, LEP voters are less likely to be chilled from the voting process if they can utilize their own assistants.

3. Potential Voter Fraud

The international standards of democratic elections require that votes be cast by secret ballot or an equivalent voting procedure. Thus, some Americans may argue that allowing an assistant into the voting booth is an abuse of the system because it can cause voter...
However, the potential for fraud or intimidation would be no greater than it currently is under other forms of voting and voting provisions. For example, the voting scenario established by the amended section 208 is already in practice for the blind, disabled, and illiterate and has proven effective. Furthermore, in the case of non-precinct voting, many votes are cast with the help of others and without supervision. The proposed section 208 amendment minimizes assistants’ potential for intimidation by prohibiting “the voter’s employer or agent of that employer or officer or agent of the voter’s union” from entering the booth with the voter. Because LEP voters can choose an assistant with whom they are comfortable, coercion or undue influence is less likely to occur. The section 208 amendment takes the available precautions to ensure that allowing LEP voters to bring a trusted and chosen translator into the voting booth will not undermine the autonomy of the voting process.

4. Loss of Anonymity

Some critics argue that having unofficial persons other than voters in voting booths could result in embarrassment and a loss of anonymity, independence, and dignity due to the extra attention of having assistance. However, when a poll worker assists a voter, it removes discretion from the process and, as a result, voters who need assistance choose to stay home and not vote. For example, in Berks County, Hispanic voters stated that poll workers’ attitudes made them “uncomfortable . . . and discourage[d] them from voting.” The expansion of section 208 would actually increase anonymity and dignity while decreasing embarrassment. Because the assistant would be a person whom the LEP voter chooses, the voter is likely to be more comfortable with that person and less likely to feel embarrassment or a loss of dignity. Additionally, as mentioned above, this amendment does not require the LEP voter or his or her assistant to report that the assistance took place. Rather, the amendment only takes precautions to ensure that the assistant was not a party prohibited from assisting that particular voter, such as the voter’s employer. Consequently, it allows for more privacy and anonymity than most of the existing state provisions, which at a minimum require assistants to identify themselves.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the current VRA language provisions are inadequate to protect the needs of all LEP American citizens; thus, section 208 should be extended to allow LEP voters to bring a translator of their choice with them into the voting booth. The benefits of amending section 208 far outweigh any disadvantages. Through the use of translators, all minority languages can be represented, resulting in increased minority representation. The amendment would also increase acceptance and tolerance of LEP citizens by fostering goodwill and creating a symbol of physical inclusion in the electoral process.169 Additionally, the amendment places the responsibility of translation on voters, thereby empowering LEP American citizens and eliminating staffing costs in the electoral process. Finally, the government already supports LEP assistance in other processes, so extending LEP assistance to the voting process promotes the government’s existing work while helping assimilate LEP American citizens into the culture of the United States. The amended section 208 will result in greater participation and representation of LEP American citizens, while ensuring that the millions of LEP American citizens like Franz will always have a voice in the electoral process.
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